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Initial brief

“We know how to read energy usage from your smart 
meter and use Machine Learning to identify the 
signatures of different appliances in the data and 
calculate the energy consumption of single devices”

Phase

How can we use this technology 
to create value for households 
in an app?



Discover

Interviews 
Domain research 
Beta household installations 

Phase

Activities

Outcomes

Goal

Lots of text 

Understand pain points, behaviour, 
needs & motivations around 
electricity consumption 

Make differently

Do less and shorter 
interviews 



Define
Phase

Color coding, quantified data, 
grouping with KJ Analysis, 
identified areas/themes 

Activities

Outcomes

Goal

4 Personas and requirement list 
and tables with quant. Data 

Lay ground for concept 
development to be user centered   

Make differently

HMW questions instead of 
requirement lists 



Define
Phase

Color coding, quantified data, 
grouping with KJ Analysis, 
identified areas/themes 

Activities

Outcomes

Goal

4 Personas and requirement list 
and tables with quant. Data 

Lay ground for concept 
development to be user centered   

Make differently

HMW questions instead of 
requirement lists 

Color coding 
interviews

How to get insights from 25 interviews 
that ’s about 1 h each?

KJ analysis 
/affinity diagram

Personas

Identify areas

Write requirements 
list

Extract quantitative 
data & put in tables



Interested in all kinds of data 
not specifically to act upon but because numbers are fun

Semi-interesteed 
Just don’t want to pay to much for unnecessary things

Home safety 
Interest around what appliances are on and if door locked

Motivated to lower electricity consumption 
Due to economical or environmental incentives.

I want to dig deep into 
all numbers. 

Just like you have Runkeeper. You 
do not run much more or less, but 
it's fun to see.

I just want the 
information.

The general curiosity.

Challenge oneself to consume 
less, it's the environmental 
aspect and to be more efficient.

It's the gamification part 
of me who wakes to life.

It would be cool to check if I 
forgot my oven or iron on. Or if 
my kids made it home safe from 
school.

I could use the information to 
lower my electricity consumption, 
though I'm probably a little too 
lazy to do that.

I would like to see what effect 
my efforts would have. It would 
get me started.

I'm not really interested in 
changing my behaviour. Maybe a 
bit, but not change my lifestyle 
to save.

If I have a product that accounts 
for half the electricity bill, I 
might have considered replacing it

I think I'm quite unable to 
influence my usage. My bill is 
pretty low today.

Representation of actual affinity diagram Other areas were also found, e.g. competitive, feeling of not being able to contribute, not interested



Develop
Phase

Quick concept wireframes together 
with CEO and then digital mid-fi 
mockups in Affinity Designer based on 
wireframes (multiple mid-fi for each 
low-fi)

Activities

Outcomes

Goal

About 10 mid-fi mockups 

Create and develop ideas 

Make differently

Not continue to develop so many ideas 
so far  

Created concepts based on 
requirement lists + areas + personas

+ 4

[pen+paper wireframe] [pen+paper wireframe] [pen+paper wireframe] 

Minority report 
show a lot of data & 
have a techy feel

Eco bro 
Focus on “saving trees”

The janitor 
Makes sure everything is 
alright at home

[pen+paper wireframe] 

Utility + Save Cash Money 
Show simple data and tips 
on how to save money











HMW q’s

Selected fewer 
concepts

USER TEST

Fewer 
interviews

Skipped 
req.list?

User test

Anchor ideas

Representative 
interviewes Planned process 

beforehand
Based selection 

on something

What would I do 
differently?
A lot of things.

At Watty



“Deliver”: my own iteration 
Phase

Developed 1 idea (randomly chosen I’m afraid) 
into higher fidelity sketches + prototypes 

Activities

Outcomes

Goal

Mid/high-fidelity mockups (on parts of 
concept), almost a framer prototype of one 
part of concept plus invision prototype

Create something better for my portfolio 

Make differently

USER TESTING 
Both evaluate all (some) mid-fi 
prototypes, then developed 1 & user 
tested again (repeat) Framer Prototype: 

https://framer.cloud/XCJqh

https://framer.cloud/XCJqh








What would I research or 
do differently?

In my later design

Is it a problem to understand what is happening when 
swiping to the left, switching view to “today” etc.?

Is is easy to separate the different graphs or could 
it be a problem they are connected?

Colours: need to be more differentiable fro each 
other.

Do you want to see percentage or x kWh in the 
appliance list?



Cool, thats it

• Questions? 


